Test Engineer (m/f/d)
Entain is one of the world’s largest sports betting and gaming groups, operating
both online and in the retail sector. With offices across five continents and
licences in more than 20 countries, we operate some of the most well-known
and iconic brands in the industry with more than 250 years of combined history
– names such as Ladbrokes, partypoker, bwin and Coral.

The role in a nutshell:
We are looking for a Test Engineer who will join our highly motivated team
responsible for delivering core .NET services in the Digital Touchpoints Area.
You will be working with your team on .NET applications (web services & web sites)
and support other teams integrating with those applications or using respective tools.
You will be responsible for extending & maintaining automation test suits, for functional
& integration testing. You will be doing also manual testing and participate in the
SCRUM process.

What you’ll be doing:







Design and create functional level test cases based on business requirements
Execute test cases on software products and document results in defectmanagement tool
Identify, analyze and track software defects
Acquire knowledge of the domain, used technologies and developed software
solutions and share knowledge inter and cross team
Collaborate with others to launch and operate software in production
Support other teams (internal & external) to integrate with our services

What we need from you:






Solid technical education or equivalent experience to compensate it
3+ years of experience in testing software applications with one or (ideally)
more test automation frameworks
Strong analytical skills
Experience with at least one programming language (e.g. Python, C#, Java,
etc.)
Proficiency in all testing stages: requirements analysis, test design and
execution and QA analytics

What we offer:








Minimum salary of EUR 40.000, - gross p.a., adjusted to match your
qualification and experience
Modern and dynamic international working environment
Multicultural team of very knowledgeable and supportive colleagues
Lunch vouchers and discounts are available
Events and sports activities (e.g. tennis, yoga, football)
Relocation package if needed
A modern and dynamic working environment in the heart of Vienna

https://www.entaincareers.com/apply/vacancies/55906/test-engineer-m-f-d.html

